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80 or 90
May 13 2009 at 3:54 AM

Barry  (Login Barrynz)
 Falke Forum moderators

Gentleman. Apart from the stock does the Model 80 differ from the Model 90 in any way? If so could an owner of both post pictures indicating how they differ. Thanks. Barry
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Barry as a general rule the 80s and 90s May 13 2009, 11:02 AM 

differed only in the cocking levers. The levers on the rifles with a match stock have a "dog-leg" just behind the pivot pin to compensate for the deeper forend. 

So a model 80 action with straight lever will fit comfortably in a match stock and the lever will be recessed somewhat. But the other way around, the lever might protrude. 
 

 
 

We tend to assume that all model 80s had sporter stocks and all model 90s had match stocks -- and that's how Falke marketed them -- but it seems very likely that some 90s were supplied with sporter stocks
and straight cocking levers from the factory at the request of the buyer or because those parts were all that was available at the time. 

Likewise, I know of at least one model 80 with a match stock and the "dog-leg" cocking lever. Either it is a composite with parts from a model 90 or, as is more probable, it came that way orginally. 

The owner of that particular model 80 is an very experienced airgun collector who owns several Falke rifles. He said this: 

"I think when collecting air guns, any at all especially from larger manufacturers, it is dangerous to be too dogmatic, and over reliant on catalogues. 

"Certainly rifles will follow certain specifications in general, but factories or stockists would have swapped actions and stocks around depending on customer demand and availability of parts. 
 

"You find all sorts of peculiar BSA's for example, and likewise Webley air rifles, fitted with parts that are apparently not 'right', but did actually start life on that particular gun. 
 

"So I think is probably the case with the [Falke] 80 with the match stock. An order came in for such a rifle, they only had 80's actions in stock, so rather than lose a sale they would put a '90' stock on
the '80' and fit the relevant underlever? 

 
"That is my theory about these things anyway - if it 'looks' right it probably is. Nothing was wasted, and as I say BSA were famous for that." 

 

    

This message has been edited by Garvin2 on May 13, 2009 11:55 AM
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Model 80 or 90 February 25 2016, 12:14 PM 

I appear to have a model 90 (SN 120)in the stock that is bottom one of the picture above. However, it does not have the Falke emblem embossed in the fore stock. It also has the straight cocking lever. 
 

What then is the value of these confused part swapped rifles?
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Hi Mike February 25 2016, 11:19 PM 

It's not that unusual to find a mod 90 in a 'sporter' stock. 

I think some Falke stocks were made without emblems because they were sold 'unbadged' to distributor/retailers like Fern Kauf Nord, which sold them as their own. 
 

I doubt if there's a lot of difference in the value of one Falke 90 as compared with another, although there maybe a slight premium in favour of the walnut match stock versus the elm sporter stock. 

I also doubt if your rifle is actually 'confused' (!) and has probably been sold as it is - especially since the cocking lever is matched to the stock. 
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Model 80 or 90 February 26 2016, 2:38 PM 

Thank you for the comments Garvin. I am going to have a match stock made out of American walnut because that is what I can find at my local hard timber merchant. There are a couple of stock
makers here who will do an excellent job. I will also have one of our lady wood carvers put let talent on it as it will be all cleaned up and re-blued, internals sorted along with as close to original as I
can get it and then it will be a display rifle coming out for our vintage day shoot only. 

 
Thanks again
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